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Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. Duflo's theorem states that each
Ž .minimal primitive ideal of the enveloping algebra U g is generated by its intersec-
tion with the center. We prove the following generalization. For the ``relative
Ž .enveloping algebra'' A s U g rI relative to a parabolic subalgebra q of g , where
Ž .I denotes the annihilator of the induced module U g m C, let Z denote theUŽw q , q x.
Ä Ä Äcenter of A, let Z denote its normalization, and let A s AZ be the slight
extension of A obtained by normalizing the center. We present a theorem that
states that under certain conditions, which are always satisfied if g s sl , we haven
Äthat each minimal primitive ideal of A is generated by its intersection with the
Ä Žcenter Z. Duflo's theorem is the special case where q is a Borel subalgebra then
Ä Ä Ž ..I s 0, Z s Z, and A s A s U g . Note that the normalization of the center is
really necessary for the theorem: The corresponding statement for A and Z
Ä Äinstead of A and Z fails for g s sl . Q 1999 Academic Press3
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž1.1. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. Duflo's theorem see
w x w x.7, 8.4.4, 8.4.3 or 9 states that each minimal primitive ideal of the
Ž .enveloping algebra U g is generated by central elements. One would like
Ž .to have the following generalization for any prime quotient A s U g rI
for a prime ideal I:
) Each minimal primitive ideal of A is generated by central elements.Ž .
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ŽIt is then generated by its intersection with the center, which is a maximal
.ideal. However, this statement is not true in general. So a generalization
of Duflo's theorem is not quite as easy. We can only pose an open problem
here:
Ž .Problem. For which prime ideals I is statement ) true?
1.2. There are two different types of phenomena which occur as
Ž .obstructions to ) . In the first type, the center Z of A may be not normal
Ž .not integrally closed . Then different minimal primitive ideals may lie over
Ž .the same non-normal point maximal ideal of the maximal spectrum
Max Z of Z. This phenomenon occurs for g s sl , if we take a parabolic3
subalgebra q of dimension 6 and for I the ``generically induced'' prime
Ž .ideal, that is, the annihilator of the induced module U g m C. InUŽw q , q x.
this case Max Z is, geometrically speaking, a plane curve of degree 3 with
a double point m , and over this double point there are two different
minimal primitive ideals J, J9 of A corresponding to the two different
w xbranches of the curve 8 . So clearly m cannot generate J or J9, since it is
contained in J l J9. For detailed explicit computations on this example,
w xsee Dixmier 8 .
1.3. A quite different phenomenon occurs for g s so . Here we take5
a seven-dimensional parabolic subalgebra q with three long roots, and
again let I be the generically induced prime ideal. In this case Z is
normal, so the odd phenomenon described in 1.2 cannot occur. Neverthe-
Ž w x.less, the computations in Section 4 following 3 show that for one certain
maximal ideal m of Z the ideal m A is not even semiprime in A, so the
minimal primitive ideal above is not centrally generated. This phenomenon
Ž .is related to the fact that for the corresponding induced ideal in U g the
Ž .associated graded ideal in the symmetric algebra S g is not prime. In
general, this latter phenomenon can be excluded by certain assumptions
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x1 and 2 see below in 1.4 , according to 1, Satz 6.1 . So we are led to
introduce these assumptions.
1.4. To obtain a generalization of Duflo's theorem to prime quotients
Ž .of U g as suggested in 1.1 despite these obstruction phenomena as
exhibited in 1.2 and 1.3, we deal with these obstructions as follows: We
Ž .take for I the generically induced 1.2 prime ideal with respect to a fixed
parabolic subalgebra q of g. To avoid the phenomenon of 1.2, we
Ž .normalize the center Z of A s U g rI; this means we replace Z with its
Ä Ä Ä Äintegral closure Z and A with A [ ZA s Z m A. To avoid the phe-Z
nomenon of 1.3, we make the following two assumptions on the parabolic
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q: Let G denote the adjoint group of g and let x generate the dense orbit
Ž . w xRichardson orbit Gx of G in G rad q , q . Then we assume that
Ž .1 the stabilizer G of x in G is connected;x
Ž .2 the orbit closure Gx is normal.
We further assume that
ÄŽ .3 the normalized center Z is a polynomial ring,
Ä XŽ w xthat is, Max Z described as ( zrW# in 1, 3.2 ; see 3.1 of the present
.paper for notation is an affine space.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM. Assume q satisfies 1 , 2 , and 3 . Then e¤ery minimal
Ä Äprimiti¤e ideal of A is generated by elements of the center Z.
Duflo's original theorem is the case where q is a Borel subalgebra, when
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 , 2 , and 3 are satisfied. These three assumptions are also always
satisfied if g s sl . The theorem above is the main result of this papern
Ž .see 3.3 . It is formulated in 3.3 in the obviously equivalent form: Each
Ä Ä Ämaximal ideal m of Z generates a primitive ideal m A in A.
Ž .1.5. The proof of the theorem see 3.6 and 3.7 is an improvement on a
w xcomplicated special case already treated in 1, 5.2 . Let me sketch the idea.
ÄThe given point m of the affine space Max Z can be connected with some
Ž .point m9 in ``very general position'' terminology 2.4 by a line. Let p
Ä Ä Ädenote the corresponding prime ideal of Z. Then p A is a prime ideal in A
Ä Äby a general position argument in 2.4. Now the quotient B [ Arp A has&
center Zrp a polynomial ring in one variable. For this quotient B we can
w x Žtherefore apply the methods already presented in 1, 5.4 to prove here in
.3.7 the desired statement that a maximal ideal of the center generates a
primitive ideal of B. The method uses estimates of the multiplicities of the
w xadjoint action on quotients of B. Hence essentially the methods of 1 are
complemented here by the discussion of ``general position'' in Section 2, to
obtain a full proof of the theorem. On the other hand, our main result
Ž . where gives some improvements on the Dixmier map 3.8 , improving on 1,
xSection 5 .
1.6. In Section 5, a further generalization of our main result is ob-
tained, of the following type: Each maximal ideal of the center, which is
smooth as a point in the maximal spectrum, generates a primitive ideal in
the full ring. To prove this by our present methods, a lemma from
algebraic geometry, which states that two points in a smooth variety can be
Ž .connected by a smooth curve 5.1 is needed.
I thank Roland Huber for contributing this lemma and also Klaus
Bongartz for discussions.
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2. PRIME IDEALS OF THE CENTER IN GENERAL
POSITION
2.1. Notations. The base field k is algebraically closed, of characteristic
zero, and uncountable;
g is a semisimple Lie algebra over k,
h is a Cartan subalgebra,
g is a Q form of g , that is, the Q-linear span of a Chevalley basis ofQ
g.
Ž . Ž .In U g the enveloping algebra with center Z g we consider I a prime
ideal, and
A s U g rI is the quotient algebra,Ž .
Z s Z A is its center,Ž .
K s Q Z is the field of fractions of Z.Ž .
Ž . Ž .We identify U g with U g m k and choose for I as a left idealQ Q
generators
u s ¤ m a for i s 1, . . . , n.Ýi i j i j
j
Then
<k9 [ Q a i , j ; k is a ``field of definition'' of A ,Ž .i j
A9 ; A denotes the image of U g m k9 in A , that is, a k9-form of A ,Ž .Q Q
Z9 s Z A9 denotes the center of A9, which is countable,Ž .
K 9 s Q Z9 is the field of fractions of Z9.Ž .
It is easy to see that Z9 is a k9-form of Z, that is, Z s Z9 m k, and sincek 9
w xA is prime, A9 is prime 7, 3.4.1 . In general,
Ž .Z R denotes the center of a ring R,
Ž . ŽQ R denotes the full ring of quotients of a semiprime ring R e.g., an
.integer domain .
2.2. DEFINITION. An ideal a of Z is said to be in ``general position'' if
a l Z9 s 0.
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PROPOSITION. Let p be an ideal of general position in Z. Assume KA is
Ž . Ž .simple in c and d below. Then
Ž . Ž .a Arp A ( Zrp m A9.Z9
Ž . Ž .b If p is semiprime, then p A is semiprime in A .
Ž . Ž .c If p is prime, then p A is prime in A .
Ž . Ž .d If p is maximal, then p A is maximal in A .
Ž .Proof. a We have that A is isomorphic to the tensor product
A s k m A9 ( k m Z9 m A9 ( Z m A9.k 9 k 9 Z9 Z9
Ž .Let c denote this isomorphism. Then c p A s p m A9, henceZ9
Arp A ( Zrp m A9.Ž . Z9
Ž . Ž .b In the right-hand side of a both rings Zrp and A9 are torsion-
 4free as Z9 modules. Hence localization with respect to the set Z9 _ 0
gives an embedding of algebras
) Arp A ¤ K 9 Arp A ( K 9 Arp K 9 A ( K 9 Zrp m K 9 A9Ž . Ž . Ž . K 9
¤ Q Zrp m K 9 A9.Ž . K 9
Ž . Ž .The latter map is an embedding because K 9 Zrp m K 9 A9 is K 9 Zrp -K 9
free, since K 9 A9 is K 9-free as a vector space. Here the total quotient ring
Ž .Q Zrp is a product of fields F , since p is semiprime. Since A is prime,i
w xA9 is prime 7, 3.4.1 , hence K 9 A9 is prime as a localization of A9. It
w xfollows that each F m K 9 A9 is semiprime by 7, 3.4.2 . Hence B [i K 9
Ž .Q Zrp m K 9 A9 is semiprime. Now let S denote the set of non-zeroK 9
y1Ž .divisors of Zrp. Then Arp A is S-torsion-free and S Arp A s B. So
if N is a nilpotent ideal in Arp A, then Sy1N is a nilpotent ideal in B,
hence Sy1N s 0, and N s 0. So p A is semiprime.
Ž . Ž w x .d See 2, 4.5c . The maximal ideal p defines a homomorphism
K 9Z “ k, hence an inclusion K 9 ; k and a tensor product k m K 9 A9.K 9
Ž .Since Zrp s k, the first embedding in ) becomes
)) Arp A s K 9 Arp A ( k m K 9 A9 since K 9 ; k .Ž . Ž . Ž .K 9
Now from A s Z m , A9 follows KA s K m K 9 A9, and since this isZ9 K 9
simple by assumption, K 9 A9 must be simple also. Since K 9 is the center of
w xK 9 A9, the central extension k m K 9 A9 is again simple by 10, 4.1.1 .K 9
Ž .Hence by )) , Arp A is simple. This was to be shown.
Ž . Ž .c Let V p be the closed irreducible subset of the set Max Z of
maximal ideals of Z defined by p. We shall prove in 2.3 that the points in
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Ž .V p in general position are dense. Hence p s F m for a subsetm g G
Ž . Ž .G ; V p such that m l Z9 s 0 for all m g G. By d , the ideals Am are
maximal for all these m.
Ž . Ž .Since we have the first embedding in ) Arp A ¤ K 9 Arp A (
Ž .K 9 Zrp m K 9 A9, it is enough to prove that p K 9 A is prime in K 9 A. LetK 9
Ž .w denote the isomorphism K 9 A “ K 9Z m K 9 A9. Then w m K 9 A sK 9
K 9m m K 9 AX andK 9
w p K 9 AŽ .
s K 9p m K 9 A9 s K 9m m K 9 A9 s K 9m m K 9 A9Ž .F FK 9 K 9 K 9ž /
mgG mgG
s w m K 9 A s w m K 9 AŽ .F Fž /
mgG mgG
since the tensor product is free over K 9Z. Hence
p K 9 A s m K 9 AF
mgG
max maxis an intersection of maximal ideals m K 9 A s K 9I , where I is thel l
Ž .unique maximal ideal of U g with central character given by l g h*,
Ž .corresponding to m. Here the overbar denotes the canonical homo-
Ž .morphism U g “ A. Since G is irreducible, it corresponds to an irre-
ducible set L ; h*. Since the map l ‹ I max from h* into the primitivel
Ž . w Ž .xspectrum of U g is continuous 5, 3.4 d it follows now that the ideal
maxp K 9 A s m K 9 A s K 9IF F l
mgG lgL
w Ž .xis prime because L is irreducible 5, 3.4 e . Q.E.D.
Ž .2.3. LEMMA p Prime in General Position . The points in general posi-
Ž .tion form a dense set in V p .
Ž .Proof. For p maximal, this is clear. Otherwise, V p is uncountable.
On the other hand, Z9 is clearly countable. Each z g Z9 _ p defines a
Ž . Ž .hypersurface V z, p m V p of maximal ideals containing p and z. This is
Ž . wa countable family of closed proper subsets. It cannot cover V p by 5,
x Ž .3.11 . The complement C in V p of the union of this family cannot be
covered by countably many hypersurfaces either, for the same reason.
Ž .Hence C must be dense in V p . This proves the lemma. Q.E.D.
Ä2.4. Normalization of the Center. Now we denote by Z the integral
Ä Ä ÄŽ .closure ``normalization'' of Z, and by A s ZA s Z m A the subring ofZ
ÄKA generated by A and Z.
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ÄDEFINITION. An ideal p in Z is in ``general position'' if p l Z9 s 0. A
prime ideal p is in ``¤ery general position'' if p l Z9 s 0 and there is a
maximal ideal m > p , such that m l Z is a normal point of Max Z.
Ž .Remark. This normality condition on m is open. So V p contains a
dense open subset of such m.
ÄPROPOSITION. Let p be an ideal in general position in Z. Assume
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .KA s KA simple in c and d below, and p in ¤ery general position in c .
Then we ha¤e:
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .a Arp A ( Zrp m A9.Z9
Ä ÄŽ .b If p is semiprime, then p A is semiprime in A.
Ä ÄŽ .c If p is prime, then p A is prime in A.
Ä ÄŽ .d If p is maximal, then p A is maximal in A.
Ž .Proof. a Since A s Z m A9, we getZ9
Ä Ä Ä ÄA ( Z m A ( Z m Z m A9 ( Z m A9.Z Z Z9 Z9
Under this isomorphism, p A maps to p m A9, henceZ9
Ä Ä Ä ÄArp A ( Z m A9 r p m A9 ( Zrp m A9.Ž .Ž .Z9 Z9 Z9
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .b As in the proof of 2.2 b , Arp A embeds by a into the central
localization B,
Ä Ä Ä y1 Ä) Arp A ¤ K 9 Zrp m K 9 A9 ¤ S Zrp m K 9 A9 \ B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .K 9 K 9
Äwhere S denotes the set of non-zero divisors of Zrp. Again, since
y1 ÄŽ .S Zrp is a product of fields and K 9 A9 is prime, we obtain that B is
semiprime, and this implies that Arp A is semiprime, as in the proof of
Ž .2.2 b .
ÄŽ .d The maximal ideal p defines a homomorphism K 9Z “ k, hence
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .an inclusion K 9 ; k and by ) since Zrp s k Arp A s K 9 Arp A s
ÄŽ .k m K 9 A9. As in the proof of 2.2 d , this algebra is simple. Hence p A isK 9
maximal.
Ž .c Now let p be prime in very general position. By the remark
Ž .above the proposition, there is a dense open subset G of V p such that at
Äall m g G the morphism Max Z “ Max Z is an isomorphism. It follows
Ä Ž .that the canonical map Max Zrp “ Max Zr p l Z is generically an
ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..isomorphism. Hence the quotient fields Q Zrp s Q Zr p l Z are
equal.
Ž .Now by a we have an embedding
Ä Ä Ä ÄArp A ( Zrp m A9 ¤ K 9 Zrp m K 9 A9Ž .Z9 K 9
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ÄŽ . Žinto a ring which is free as a module over K 9 Zrp since K 9 A9 is free
Ä. Ž .over K 9 , and which therefore embeds into Q Zrp m K 9 A9 \ B. ButK 9
ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..Q Zrp s Q Zr p l Z . So we obtain an embedding
Ä ÄArp A ¤ Q Zr p l Z m K 9 A9 s BŽ .Ž . K 9
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4into a ring which is prime by 2.2 c proof . Let S s Zr p l Z _ 0 .
y1 Ä ÄŽ .Then the central localization S Arp A s B is prime. This implies that
Ä Ä Ä ÄArp A itself is prime. For if J, J9 are ideals in Arp A such that J l J9 s 0,
then it follows that Sy1 J l Sy1 J9 s 0, hence Sy1 J s 0 or Sy1 J9 s 0, and
hence J s 0 or J9 s 0. Q.E.D.
3. GENERALIZATION OF DUFLO'S THEOREM
3.1. More Notations. We denote by
h a Cartan subalgebra of g ,
W the Weyl group relative h ,
b a Borel subalgebra containing h ,
q a parabolic subalgebra containing b ,
z ; h the center of a Levi subalgebra of q ,
W9 the normalizer of z in W,
yr9 half the sum of roots in grp , restricted to z ,
) the shifted W9 action on z defined by
w) l [ w l q r9 y r9 for w g W9, l g z*,Ž .
Ž . Ž .L a Zariski- closed subset of z* s z via the Killing form ,
Ž .R L the ring of regular functions on L,
Ž . Ž . Ž .I L [ Ann U g m R L the so-called ``induced ideal,'' whereq UŽq .
w x Ž .we identify z with qr q , q to make R L a q-module.
Ž . w Ž .xIt is well known that I L is prime if L is irreducible 5, 3.9 c . Theq
smallest of all these prime ideals is
I z s Ann U g m k , the ``generically induced'' ideal.Ž . Ž .q UŽw q , q x.
Ž .We can take for the prime ideal I in Section 2 I z . We use the notationsq
Ä w xof Section 2. Then the normalization Z is described in 1, 3.2 as
W X#ÄZ ( R z , the ring of invariants under the )-action of W9.Ž .
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Ä XHence Max Z ( zrW#, and this is known to be an affine space if W9 is
generated by reflections.
Ž . Ž .3.2. LEMMA. Let I s I z . Then KA is simple Notations 2.1 .q
So for I the generically induced prime ideal, the assumption in 2.2 and
2.4 is satisfied.
Proof. We first observe that for l g z ; h generic in z , the induced
Ž . max Ž .ideal I l is maximal s I s the maximal ideal of U g with centralq l
Ž . max ² k:character given by l. More precisely, I l s I if l, a is not anq l
integer for all coroots a k of roots a on grq. In fact, for such l the
Ž . Ž . w x Žinduced module U g m k with annihilator I l is simple 12 . k isUŽq . l q l
.the one-dimensional q-module of weight l. Now we use that the tensor-
ing with a suitable Verma module defines an injective map of the set of
Ž . Ž . Ž .bi-submodules of U g rI l into the set of submodules of U g m k ;q UŽq . l
w x Ž . Ž .see 11, Satz 6.20 . It follows then that U g rI l is a simple algebra, asq
was claimed.
Ž .Hence we have a dense subset G ; z for which l g G implies I l sq
I max is maximal. Thereforel
I s I z s I l s I max \ I max .Ž . Ž .F Fq q l G
lgG lgG
w Ž .x Ž .This ideal is characterized in 5, 3.4 b as the largest ideal of U g with
the property that
J l Z g ‹ J primitive, J > I > w z , 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .where w : h* “ Max Z g is the Harish]Chandra isomorphism. Now
Ž .assume KA not simple. Then there exists an ideal I9 in U g with I9 p I
Ž . Ž .such that I9rI l Z s 0. It follows that I9 l Z g ; m for all m g w z ,
hence
J l Z g ‹ J primitive, J > I9 > w z . 4Ž . Ž .
So I9 ; I by the characterization of I, a contradiction. Hence KA must be
simple. Q.E.D.
3.3. Statement of the Main Theorem. In what follows we shall make the
following three assumptions on the parabolic subalgebra q. Here x de-
Ž .notes a generic nilpotent element in the nilradical n of q. This means
that x generates the dense G-orbit Gx in Gn under the adjoint group G
of g.
Ž .1 The stabilizer G of x in G is connected.x
Ž .2 The orbit closure Gx is normal.
Ž .3 The normalizer W9 of z is generated by reflections.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM. Assume q satisfies 1 , 2 , and 3 . Let I be the generically
ÄŽ . Ž .induced prime ideal I z . Let A s U g rI, let Z be its center, and let Z beq
Ä Ä Äthe normalization of Z, A s ZA. Then for each maximal ideal m of Z, the
Ä Äideal m A in A is primiti¤e.
Ä Ä Ž .Complement. Then m A s I l for suitable l g z is induced andq
Ä Ž . Ž . w xcompletely prime. Here I l [ Ann U g m k , as in 1, 4.2 .Äq A UŽq . l
Ž .3.4. COROLLARY Duflo's Theorem . For each maximal ideal m of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z g , the ideal mU g in U g is primiti¤e.
Complement. And it is the annihilator of a Verma module and com-
pletely prime.
Ž .Proof. In the theorem, take q s b a Borel subalgebra. Then I s I hb
Ä ÄŽ .s 0, and Z s Z g is a polynomial ring, hence normal, Z s Z, so A s A
Ž .s U g . Now the corollary follows from the theorem, provided that
Ž . Ž . Ž .conditions 1 , 2 , and 3 are satisfied. This is in fact the case, as is well
Ž .known. Condition 2 , for instance, is an old result of Kostant on the
Ž .``principal nilpotent orbit,'' and 3 only states that W s W9 is generated
Ž .by reflections. A proof of 1 for the principal unipotent conjugacy class of
w xthe group is given in 16, 5.1.6 and applies to the principal nilpotent orbit
via the exponential map. Needless to say, the direct proof of Duflo's
w xtheorem as in 7 is much simpler than the present proof here and below.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.5. Case g s sl . All three conditions 1 , 2 , and 3 are satisfied, asn
ŽŽ . w x Ž . w x.is well known 1 by 15, Corollary 6.1.6 and 2 by Kraft and Procesi 17 .
ÄŽ .COROLLARY. Let g s sl and I s I z . Then each maximal ideal of Zn q
Ägenerates a primiti¤e ideal of A.
Ž . X3.6. Proof of Theorem 3.3. By assumption 3 it follows that zrW# is
Ä X w xan affine space. Hence Max Z ( zrW# is an affine space by 1, Satz 3.2 .
Ä Ž .Choose a maximal ideal m9 of Z in ``very general position'' 2.4 , that is,
Äwhere the normalization Max Z “ Max Z is an isomorphism. We can
ÄŽ .connect the given point maximal ideal m in Max Z with this point m9 by
Äa line G in the affine space. Let p ; Z be the corresponding prime ideal.
Ä w xSo Zrp ( k X is a polynomial ring in one indeterminate X. By choice of
Ä Ž .m9, the map Max Zrp “ Max Zr p l Z is generically an isomorphism.
Ä Ž .Hence the fields of fractions of Zrp and Zr p l Z are equal, and so
Ä w x Ž .Zrp ( k X is the normalization of Zr p l Z . We verify the assump-
tions of Proposition 2.4. By choice of m9 and p , p is in ``very general
ÄŽ .position.'' By Lemma 3.2, KA is simple. Hence by Proposition 2.4 c , p A is
Ä Äa prime ideal. It is also induced: p A annihilates the induced A-module
Ž . Ž .U g m R L , where L is a closed irreducible curve in z , which mapsUŽq .
Äonto the line G. It follows that p A is contained in the corresponding
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Ä ÄŽ .induced ideal I L , the annihilator of that module in A. These two primeq
ideals have the same Gelfand]Kirillov dimension, so they must be equal.
Ä Ž .So we obtain that p A and also its intersection with A are images of
Ä Ä ÄŽ .induced ideals. With B [ Arp A and L [ Q Zrp , LB is simple, since
KA is simple, so K 9 A9 is simple, and so LB s L m K 9 A9 is simple.K 9
Ä ÄIt follows from primality that Arm A is torsion-free over its center&
ÄZrp ( Zr p l Z . To prove the theorem, it is enough to show that mrpŽ .
Ä Ägenerates a primitive ideal in Arp A, for then also
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄArm A ( Arp A r mrp Arp AŽ .Ž . Ž .
is primitive. Hence the proof comes down to a situation where the center
w xis a principal ideal domain, namely, k X . This case is treated in Lemma
3.7 below. Q.E.D.
3.7. THE CRUCIAL LEMMA. Let the prime ideal I be induced from q , that
Ž . Ž . Ž .is, I s I L with L ; z irreducible. Assume conditions 1 and 2 of 3.3q
Äand KA simple. Assume Z is a principal ideal domain. Then each maximal
Ä Ä Ä Äideal m of Z generates a primiti¤e ideal m A of A, and m A is an induced
ideal and completely prime.
w xThe proof of this lemma is essentially along the lines of 1, 5.2]5.4 .
However, for the sake of clarity, I repeat here the proof in full detail with
necessary changes made.
Proof. Let V denote the set of isomorphism classes of simple finite-di-
mensional g-modules. For any locally finite g-module M let M denotev
the v-isotypical component of M for all v g V. Consider the adjoint
Ž .action of g on U g , hence on A. Then A is a finitely generatedv
ÄŽ .Z-module Kostant , which is torsion-free. Hence A is a finitely gener-v
Ä Äated torsion-free module over Z, a principal ideal domain, so A is freev
Äover Z. This implies that for all v g V,
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ädim A rm A s rank A s dim A rm9 A , 4Ž .v v v v v
Äwhere m9 is any maximal ideal in Z, which we now assume is in ``very
Žgeneral position.'' Note that because of the complete reducibility of the
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . .adjoint g-action, we have, e.g., A rm A s Arm A . Let n9 [ m9 lv v v
Ä Ä ÄZ. Then m9 s n9Z. Since Arm9 A is generated by the image of A and
ÄZrm9 s k, we obtain a surjection
Ä Ä Ä ÄArn9 A ‚ Arm9 A s Arn9 A. 5Ž .
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This map is in fact an isomorphism, since n9 A is maximal in A by
Ž .Proposition 2.2 d . On the other hand, if l g z corresponds to n9, then
since the module induced from q and l is annihilated by its kernel of
Ž .central character n9, the ideal n9 A is contained in I l , the image of theq
Ž .induced ideal I l in A. By maximality of n9 A, it follows that n9 A sq
Ž . Ž .I l . Hence by 5 ,q
Ä ÄArm9 A ( Arn9 A ( U g rI l .Ž . Ž .q
This algebra is as a g-module isomorphic to the associated graded algebra
gr U g rI l s S g rgr I l ( R Gx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q q
Ž .which is isomorphic to the ring of regular functions R Gx on the orbit
w xclosure Gx as a ring and as a g-module by 1, Satz 6.2 . Here we use the
Ž . Ž .assumptions 1 and 2 of 3.3. The result of this consideration is that
Ä Ä Ž .Arm9 A and R Gx have the same multiplicities of the adjoint g-action:
Ä Ädim Arm9 A s dim R Gx for all v g V . 6Ž .Ž .Ž . vv
Ž .This gives the values of the right-hand side of 4 .
On the other hand, we now consider the special maximal ideal m given
Ä ÄŽ .in the assumption of the lemma. The kernel J of the map U g “ Arm A
Ž .is contained in the induced ideal I m , where m g z corresponds toq
Ä Xm g Max Z s zrW#. The reason for this is that the induced module
Ž . Ž . Ž .M [ U g m k is clearly an A-module since I s I L ; I m , andUŽq . m q q
Ä w xeven an A-module 1, Lemma 4.1 , and has a central character given by m ,
Ä Ähence m M s 0. It follows that M is an Arm A-module, so the kernel J
Ž .above is contained in Ann M s I m , as we claimed.q
Ž .Now we conclude for the multiplicities in 4 :
Ä Ädim Arm A G dim U g rJ s dim S g rgr JŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . v vv
G dim S g rgr I m G dim R Gx . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .q vv
Ž Ž ..Here the last inequality holds because the associated variety V gr I mq
w x Ž .is known to be the orbit closure Gx 4; 11, Kapitel 17 . Now from 4 and
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .6 it follows that in 7 equality must hold everywhere. Therefore Arm A
Ž . Ž . Ž .( U g rJ, and S g rgr J ( R Gx is an integral domain. It follows that J
is completely prime. Since the ideal J has a central character, it is even
Ä Ä ÄŽ .primitive. Since Arm A ( U g rJ, we conclude that m A is in fact
Ž .primitive and completely prime. Finally, since the inequalities in 7 are
ÄŽ .equalities, it follows that J s I m , hence m A is the annihilator of anq
ÄŽ .induced module U g m k in the ring A. This we call an inducedUŽq . m
ideal. Q.E.D.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .3.8. An Application of Theorem 3.3. With assumptions 1 , 2 , and 3
of the theorem, we have obtained in particular that each minimal primitive
Ä Ä ÄŽ .ideal of A is induced, that is, the annihilator I l in A of the inducedq
ÄŽ . w xmodule U g m k for some l g z , which is an A-module by 1, 4.1 .UŽq . l
w xThis proves Satz 5.5 and Korollar 5.6 of 1 without the awkward condition
Ž . w x w x4 used in 1 ; in particular, we obtain the following improvement of 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY. Assuming 1 , 2 , and 3 of 3.3, the following are equi¤a-
lent:
Ž .i The Dixmier map SrG “ X is injecti¤e.A
Ž .ii The map J ‹ J l A, X “ X is injecti¤e.ÄA A
ÄHere X resp. X denotes the set of minimal primitive ideals of A resp.ÄA A
A, and S ; g denotes the ``sheet'' of elements of g s g* polarizable by a
Ž .regconjugate of q , S s G rad q . The Dixmier map is defined by twisted
w xinduction from one-dimensional q-modules; see 1, 1.4 .
4. THE EXAMPLE so5
w x4.1. We outline and complement the computations on g s so in 3 .5
Let a resp. a 9 denote the long resp. short basis root relative to the Borel
subalgebra b. Let q resp. q9 denote the parabolic subalgebra with qrb
Ž .resp. q9rb a root space for the long root ya resp. the short root ya 9.
Ž . w xFor a Chevalley basis x , H we use the following notation as in 3, 2.2 :b b
x [ x , x9 [ x , p [ x s x9 ,Ž .a a 9 a 9
h [ H , h9 [ H , q [ x ,a a 9 aqa 9
y [ x , y9 [ x , e [ x .ya ya 9 aq2 a 9
So, for instance, p, q, e resp. x, q, e are a basis of the nilradical of q resp.
Ž .q9. We consider the following two elements of U q9 :
1 12 w x w xf [ ex y q 3, 3.2 , c [ ey9 y qh9 y xx9 3, 3.3 .4 2
Since e is a locally ad-nilpotent element, we may localize the enveloping
Ž . Ž .algebra with respect to e, to obtain U g , generated by U g and ane
y1 Ž .inverse e . Within U q we have an sl -subalgebra spanned bye 2
1 1 1
2 2 Äx [ x y q , y [ y q p , h [ h y pq q qp .Ž .Ä Ä
4e 4e 4e
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1 2ÄWe set z [ xy q yx q h . This ``Casimir element'' generates the centerÄ ÄÄ ÄÄ 2
Ž . w xof U q ; see 3, 3.4 .e
14.2. The fundamental weights are denoted v s a q a 9 and v9 s a2
q a 9. The ideals induced from one-dimensional representations of q resp.
q9 are
2Ž z .I jv9 [Ann U g m k sJ9 with zsy jq2Ž . Ž . Ž .q UŽq . jv 9
1 1 5
Ž z .resp. I jv [Ann U g m k sJ with zs jq jq ,Ž . Ž .q 9 UŽq 9. jv ž / ž /2 2 2
w xwith notations as in 3 , j g k. After localization with respect to e resp. e, f
Ž w Ž .x. Ž Ž0..which is possible by 3, 3.3 b these primitive ideals except J9 are
generated as
Ž z . ² :J s c, z y z , z g k ,Äe
XŽ z 9. 32²  4J s c y z 9 f , z q , z 9 g k _ 0 .Äe , f 8
4.3. Now let I9 resp. I denote the prime ideals generically induced
Ž Ž .from q resp. q9. Note that the prime 9 is interchanged in order to obtain
w x .the same notation as in 3 . So
I9 [ I kv9 s J9Ž z 9.Ž . Fq
z 9gk
resp. I [ I kv s J Ž z . .Ž . Fq 9
zgk
w xThese two completely prime ideals are described in detail in 3, Satz 4.4 .
After localization with e resp. e, f they are generated as two-sided ideals
by the single elements
3
X² :I s c resp. I s z q .Äe e , f ¦ ;8
4.4. The point of the present interest, where the generalization of
Duflo's theorem fails, is the prime ideal I9 and the gap at z 9 s 0 in its
Ž z 9. Ž  4.family of minimal primitive ideals J9 z 9 g k _ 0 above it. Note that
Ž0. Ž .J9 is defined as an induced ideal, but is not primitive as we shall see .
We have
XŽ0. 3 32 Žy3r8.² :J [ c , z q ; c, z q s J ,² :Ä Äe , f e , f8 8
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w xwhere the right-hand side is primitive 3, 6.1 , and both sides have the same
Ž .GK dimension 6 . Also, there are no other primitive ideals containing
Ž0. Ž0. Žy3r8.'Ž w x.J9 by the list in 3, 6.1 . Hence we obtain J9 s J .
LEMMA. J9Ž0. / J Žy3r8..
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let : U g “ U g rI9 be the canonical map. It extends to
localizations and defines a retraction
: U g “ U q9 . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .e , f e , f
w Ž .x Ž . w xBy 3, 3.3 d the semicenter of U q9 is k f , c , isomorphic to the polyno-
XŽ z 9.mial ring in two indeterminates. By 4.2, the ideals J are generated bye, f
2c y z 9 f ,
XŽ0. 2 Žy3r8.² : ² :J s c ; c s J , 2Ž .e , f e , f
2 y1Ž . w xwhere we identify c with c according to 1 . Now the ideal c k f , f , c of
Ž . Ž .the semicenter of U q9 generates an ideal in U q9 , whose intersec-e, f e, f
Ž 2tion with the semicenter is not greater than this ideal since c is
2w Ž .. ² :ad q9-stable by 3, 3.3 a . Hence c does not contain c, and so inequal-
Ž .ity must hold in 2 . Q.E.D.
We conclude from this lemma that the generalization of Duflo's theo-
Ž Ž ..rem 1.1 ) fails for the prime ideal I9. We shall give another reason for
this failure below.
Ž . Ž .4.5. Now let A s U g rI and let Z be its center resp. A9 s U g rI9
and Z9 its center. Then Max Z is a line resp. Max Z9 is a parabola in the
Ž . w xaffine plane Max Z g s hrW canonically; see 3, 7.6 . In particular, both
Z and Z9 are normal!
Ž . Ž .For q9 even, properties 2 and 3 of 3.3 are satisfied, and q9 is G -x
Ž .stable, which is as good as 1 , so for all maximal ideals m of Z, the ideal
Ž z .Ž w x. Ž .m A is primitive s J by 3 . Also the ``multiplicities'' dim Arm A v
are independent of m for all v g V. But they are generically known by
w x Ž w Ž .x. Ž . s 9Conze-Berline and Duflo 6 see also 2, 3.4 1 as dim V v * , the
dimension of the invariants under the Levi subalgebra s9 > h of q9 in the
Ž .dual of the simple finite-dimensional g-module V v of typev. Hence we
have
dim U g rJ Ž z . s dim Arm A s dim V v *s 9 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . vv
Ž .4.6. For the parabolic q , condition 1 of 3.3 is violated, so the theorem
does not apply. But still Z9 is a polynomial ring in one variable. So for all
maximal ideals m9 of Z9, A9rm9 A9 has constant ``multiplicities,'' which
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are given by Conze-Berline and Duflo by
dim A9rm9 A9 s dim V v *s ,Ž . Ž .v
where s is a Levi subalgebra of q. Note that generically m9 A9 is primitive
Žinduced by 2.2. Now we observe that for some v for instance, for the
. Ž . s Ž . s 9 Ž .adjoint representation dim V v * / dim V v * . We have found 4.4
the primitive ideal J Žy3r8. containing I9. Being a member of the family
J Ž z ., z g k, containing I, its multiplicities are given by 4.5:
Žy3r8. s 9 sdim A9rJ s dim U g rJ s dim V v * / dim V v *Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . vv
s dim A9rm9 A9 .Ž . v
Žy3r8.Here J [ J rI9, a primitive ideal in A9. It follows from this inequal-
ity that J cannot be an m9 A9. Hence J is not generated by central
Ž .elements. So the generalization of Duflo's theorem as in 1.1 ) fails in this
case.
5. A FURTHER GENERALIZATION
5.1. The following fact is probably classical algebraic geometry.
LEMMA. Let V be a smooth irreducible quasi-affine algebraic ¤ariety o¤er
k. Gi¤en a point P g V there exists a dense open subset U ; V with the
following property: P can be connected to any point Q g U by an irreducible
cur¤e smooth in P.
In fact, one can even achieve U s V and the whole curve smooth. This
lemma has been communicated to me by Roland Huber. He derived it
w xeasily from 13, Theorem 1.7.9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5.2. THEOREM. Assume 1 and 2 of 3.3. Let I s I z , A s U g rI,q
and Z be the center of A. Then any maximal ideal m of Z which is smooth as
a point of Max Z generates a primiti¤e ideal m A in A.
Proof. We apply the lemma to the variety V of smooth points of
Max Z. Let U ; V be as in the lemma. Then it contains a dense subset of
Ž .points in general position 2.2 . Let m9 be such a point. By the lemma we
can connect m with m9 by an irreducible curve G which is smooth in m.
Let p be the prime ideal in Z corresponding to G. It is in general
Ž .position, since m9 is in general position. By Proposition 2.2 c , p generates
a prime ideal p A in A. By the crucial Lemma 5.3 below, mrp generates a
primitive ideal m Arp A in Arp A. Hence m A is primitive and the
theorem is proven.
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Let us verify the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 below. Let G9 ; G be the
dense subset of points in general position. For n9 g G9, n9 A is maximal in
Ž Ž ..A by 2.2 c , and p A is the intersection of this family of maximal ideals.
Since n9 A is maximal and contained in the image of an induced ideal
Ž .I m , it is equal to this ideal, soq
p A s n9 A s I m s I m s I L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .F F Fq q q
n9gG9 mgL9 mgL
where L ; z is an irreducible component of the preimage of G in z , and
L9 is the subset of L corresponding to G9. Now
B [ Arp A s U g rI LŽ . Ž .q
is as the ring considered in Lemma 5.3. Also the center Zrp of B has
Krull dimension 1 and is regular in m. So Lemma 5.3 below applies and
gives the theorem. Q.E.D.
Ž . Ž .5.3. LEMMA. Assume 1 and 2 of 3.3. Let L ; z be a closed irre-
Ž .ducible subset, let I [ I L be the induced prime ideal, and let Z be theq
Ž .center of A [ U g rI. Assume Z has Krull dimension 1. Then each smooth
point m of Max Z generates a primiti¤e ideal m A in A.
ÄProof. Having Krull dimension 1, the integral closure Z of Z is a
Äw xDedekind ring 14 , and so is its localization Z . Since this ring has onlym
wfinitely many prime ideals, it is even a principal ideal domain by 14, Chap.
x5, Sect. 7, Theorem 16 . Since m is assumed to be a smooth point of the
Äcurve, it is normal, and so Z s Z . In conclusion, Z is a principal idealm m m
domain.
Ž . Ž .For any v g V Notation 3.7 , we conclude that A as a torsion-freem v
finitely generated Z -module must be free. It follows thatm
dim Arm A s dim A rm A s rank A s dim KA ,Ž . Ž . Ž .v m m m K vv v
Ž .where K s Q Z . On the other hand, we have for m9 g Max Z in general
position
dim Arm9 A s dim KAŽ . Ž .v vK
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w Ž .x Ž Ž . .according to 2, 4.5 a . This follows also from Proposition 2.2 a . Hence
Ž .we have obtained the same equation 4 as in the proof of the critical
Lemma 3.7. Now essentially the same arguments as in 3.7 apply to
complete the proof of the present lemma. Q.E.D.
5.4. The following result generalizes Theorem 3.3 further by dropping
Ž .the assumption 3 there.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM Notation 3.3 . Assume 1 and 2 of 3.3. E¤ery maximal
Ä Äideal m of Z which is smooth as a point in Max Z generates a primiti¤e ideal
Ä Äm A in A.
The proof is essentially the same as that of 5.2 and 5.3, so I omit it to
avoid repetition. Note that this theorem covers Theorem 3.3, since the
ÄŽ .additional assumption 3 makes Max Z smooth.
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